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DESCRIPTION
Ablebond® 84-1LMISR4 electrically
conductive die attach adhesive has
been formulated for use in high
throughput, automatic die attach
equipment. The rheology of Ablebond
84-1LMISR4
adhesive
allows
minimum adhesive dispense and die
put down dwell times, without tailing
or stringing problems. The unique
combination of adhesive properties
makes
Ablebond
84-1LMISR4
SR4
adhesive one of the most widelyy used
u
die
attach
materials
the
ials
ls
in
t
semiconductor industry.
ustr
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TEST DESCRIPTION
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࣪
ᗻ䋼
⌟䆩ᮍ⊩ᦣ䗄
Silver
Filler Type/฿᭭㉏ൟ
฿᭭㉏
8,000 cps
Brookfield CP51 @ 5rpm
Viscosity/㉬ᑺ
ᑺ@
5.6
Visc @ 0.5/Visc @ 5rpm
Thixotropic Index/㾺বᣛ᭄
18 hours
Physical work life by % filler
Work Life/Ꮉᯊ䯈 @25ć
1 year
Storage Life @-40ć
CURE PROCESS DATA
TEST DESCRIPTION
࣪ᴵӊ
⌟䆩ᮍ⊩ᦣ䗄
Recommended Cure Condition/㤤࣪ᴵӊ
1 hour @ 175ć
Alternate Cure Condtion (1)/ৃ䗝࣪ᴵӊ
3-5ć/min ramp to 175ć+1 hour @ 175ć
1
The ramp cure was oberserved to yield reduced voiding and increased strength.
⏤䖯छ⏽ৃҹޣᇥ⇨⊵ѻ⫳ˈҹঞࡴᔎᑺǄ
5.3%
Weight loss on cure /࣪ৢⱘ⛁༅䞡
10h10 mm Si die on glass slide
PHYSIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES-PSOT CURE
TEST DESCRIPTION
࣪ৢⱘ⠽⧚࣪ᄺᗻ䋼
⌟䆩ᮍ⊩ᦣ䗄
5 ppm
Ionics/⾏ᄤ Chloride
Teflon flask 5 gm sample/20-40 mesh 50
3 ppm
Sodium
gm DI water 100ć for 24 hours
1ppm
Potassium
Water Extract Conductivity
13 mhos/cm
ᇐ⬉⥛
6
pH/䝌⺅ᑺ
Thermogravimetric Analysis
0.35%
Weight Loss/⛁༅䞡 @300ć
⛁㾷䞡䞣ߚᵤ⊩
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TEST METHOD
⌟ 䆩 ᮍ⊩
ATM-0018
ATM-0089
ATM-0067
ATM-0068
TEST METHOD
⌟ 䆩 ᮍ⊩

ATM-0031
TEST METHOD
⌟ 䆩 ᮍ⊩
ATM-0007
ATM-0044
ATM-0002
ATM-0073
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PHYSIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES-PSOT CURE
࣪ৢⱘ⠽⧚࣪ᄺᗻ䋼
Glass Transition Temperature
120ć
⦏⩗࣪䕀ব⏽ᑺ
Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion/⛁㝼㚔㋏᭄
Below Tg 40ppm/ć
Above Tg 150ppm/ć
Dynamic Tensile Modulus
ࡼᗕᢝԌ䞣
@-65ć
4400 MPa (640 Kpsi)
@25ć
3900 MPa (570 Kpsi)
@150ć
2000 Mpa (290 Kpsi)
@250ć
300 Mpa (44 Kpsi)
Moisture Absorption
0.6%
⥛ @ Saturation
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES-POST CURE
࣪ৢⱘᴎẄᗻ㛑
Die Shear Strength/㢃⠛ⱘ࠾ߛᔎᑺ @25ć 19kgf/die
Die Shear Strength vs. Temperature
㢃⠛ⱘ࠾ߛᔎᑺ Ϣ ⏽ᑺⱘ݇㋏
@ 25ć
@200ć
@250ć
ć
21 kg/die
2.9 kg/die
1.7 kg/die
11 kg/die
2.6 kg/die
1.4 kg/die
27 kg/die
2.4 kg/die
2.0 kg/d
kg/die
Die Shear Strength
ength
th after 885
85ć/85%
ć/85%
% RH Exposure for 168
hours/㒣䖛
㒣䖛 1 ᇣᯊ 85ć/85%ᴵӊⱘ⇨䆩偠ৢⱘ࠾ߛ
85ć
85
ć/85%
/8 ᴵӊⱘ⇨䆩偠ৢⱘ࠾ߛ
⇨䆩偠ৢⱘ࠾
⿏䰸ᔎᑺ
䰸ᔎᑺ
@ 25ć
25ć
@200ć
@ ć
@200
12 kg/die
1.8 kg/die
10
0 kg/die
2.5 kg
kg/die
kg/die
27 kg/die
1.8 kg/di
Chip Warpage/㢃⠛ᔃ᳆
age/㢃⠛ᔃ᳆ @ 25ć vs. Chip size
Chip
C
hi Size
Warpage
7.6h7.6 mm (300h300 mil)
19m
10.2h10.2 mm (400h400 mil)
32m

ࢋ

TEST DESCRIPTION
⌟䆩ᮍ⊩ᦣ䗄

TEST METHOD
⌟ 䆩 ᮍ⊩

TMA Penetration mode/TMA Ӵ䗣⊩

ATM-0058

TMA expansion mode

ATM-0055

Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis
using <0.5 mm thick sample
ࡼᗕᄺߚᵤ⊩ˈՓ⫼८ᑺᇣѢ
0.5mm ⱘḋકǄ

ATM-0112

Dynamic Vapor Sorption afterr 85ć
/85%RH exposure
TEST DESCRIPTION
⌟
2h2
2h2 mm (80h
(8
(80h

ۉ

3h3 mm (120h120 mil)
mil Si die
Substrate
ubstra
Ag/Cu
g/Cu leadframe
Bare Cu
u leadframe
Pd/Ni/Cuu leadframe

ⴽ

ATM-0093

Ӝ

3h3
mm (120h120 mil) Si die
3
Substrate
Ag/Cu leadframe
Bare Cu leadframe
Pd/Ni/Cu leadframe

0.38 mm (15 mil) thick Si die on 0.2 mm
thick Ag/Cu leadframe

TEST
EST METHOD
M
⊩
ATM-005218
ATM-005

ATM-0052

ATM-0052

ATM-0059

12.7h12.7 mm (500h500 mil)
51m
Chip Warpage vs. Post Cure Thermal Process2
㢃⠛ᔃ᳆ᑺϢৢ࣪⛁໘⧚ⱘ݇㋏
Post Cure /ৢ࣪
+ Wirebond/ᠧ㒓
+Post Mold
Bake/ৢ⚬
(4 hrs.)
(1 min.@250ć)
@175ć)
20 m
29 m
28m
22 m
30 m
28 m
2
Date generated using alternate ramp cure condition.

7.6h7.6h0.38 mm Si die (300h300h
15 mil) on 0.2 mm (8 mil) thick LF
Substrate
Ag/Cu leadframe
Bare Cu leadframe

ATM-0059

The figures shown above are typical values only. If you need to write a specification, please request our current
Standard Release Specification (SRS).
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ࣙ㺙䖤䕧䖛Ёˈ䆹ѻકᬒ80 ć ⱘ ᑆ  ބЁ Ǆ  ᠔ ᳝ ᑆ  ބ䖤 䕧
Ablestik ѻ ક ⱘ ᇣ ࣙ 㺙  ݙ䛑 㺙 ᳝
ABLECUBE Ǆ ABLECUBE ᰃ ϔ ⾡
㪱㡆ⱘゟᮍԧˈৃҹ-40ćҹϟֱ
ᣕᔶ⢊ϡবǄᔧ⏽ᑺ催Ѣ-40ćᯊˈ
ABLECUBE ᇚӮ㵡࣪বᔶǄ

APPLICATIN GUIDELINES
Shipment
This Ablestik product is packed and
shipped in dry ice at -80 ć . Inside
every dry ice shipment of Ablestik's
products is a small packet containing
the ABLECUBE. This is a small blue
cube which retains its shape at -40ć.
If the ABLECUBE is exposed to
temperatures higher than -40 ć , the
cube will melt.
Please check the state of the
ABLECUBE to ensure the integrity of
the shipment. If the ABLECUBE has
melted upon Receiving Inspection,
place the entire shipment in a -40ć
freezer and contact your Ablestik
lestik
Customer
Service
orr
S
Sales
Representative.
Unpacking
Transfer the syringess from the dry ice
to a -40 ć freezer
ezer without ANY
delays. Freezethaw voids will form in
the syringes if the syringes are
ar
repeatedly
peatedly thawed and refrozen
refrozen.
Storage
should be stored
This Ablestik produ
product sh
-40ć.
att -4
-40
ć. If sto
stored at these conditions,
Ablebond
blebo 884-1LMISR4 adhesive may
bee uusable for up to one (1) year.
Alternate storage conditions may be
used as follows:
Storage
Syringes
Jars
Temperature
1 month
8 days
0ć to +5ć
*
6
-15ć to -10ć 2 months
months*
* Jar rolling required
The shelf life of the material is only
valid when the material has been
stored at the correct storage condition.
Incorrect storage conditions will
degrade the performance of the
material in both handling (e.g.
dispensing) and final cured properties.
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BLECUBE
EC
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ᑆބЁᇚ
ᑆބЁᇚ䩜
40ćⱘބㆅЁǄབᵰ䩜ㄦ㹿䞡ಲ
40ćⱘ
ćⱘ
⏽ǃѠˈޏދѻકӮথ⫳ޏދಲ
⏽⇨⊵Ǆ
䌂㮣
䆹ѻકᑨ䆹-40ćҹϟ䌂㮣ǄϞ
䗄 ⱘ 䌂 㮣 ᴵ ӊ ϟ ˈ Ablebond 841LMISR4 ৃҹ䌂㮣 1 ᑈǄབᵰᬍব
䌂㮣ᴵӊˈ݊䌂㮣ᳳ䰤བϟ᠔⼎˖
䌂㮣⏽ᑺ
䩜ㄦ
0ć㟇+5ć
8
-15ć㟇-10ć
2Ͼ᳜
* Jar rolling required

ষ⫊
1 Ͼ᳜*
6 Ͼ᳜*
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ABLEBOND 84-1LMISR4
Thawing
Allow the container to reach room
temperature
before
use.
After
removing from the freezer, set the
syringes vertically for thawing. Refer
to Syringe Thaw Time chart below for
the thaw time recommendation.
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DO NOT open the container before
contents reach ambient temperature.
Any moisture that collects on the
thawed container should be removed
prior to opening the container.
DO NOT re-freeze. Once thawed to
room temperature, the adhesive should
not be refrozen.
Adhesive Application
Thawed
adhesive
shouldd
be
immediately placed on dispense
dispen
equipment for use.
e. If the adhesive is
transferred to a final dispensing
reservoir,
oir, care must be exercised to
avoid
id entrapment of contaminants
and/or air into the adhesive. Adhesiv
Adhesive
must be completely used with
within the
Silver-resin
separation
18-hour period.
perio Silve
r-resin
resin sep
separa
may occur if the ad
adhesive is left out at
ambient
mbient beyond
beyo
the recommended
work
ork life
life.
enough adhesive to achieve a
Apply
pp en
25-50  m (1-2 mil) wet bondline
thickness,
dispensed
with
approximately 25%-50% filleting on
all sides of the die. Alternate dispense
amounts may be used depending on
the application requirements. Star or
cross-shaped dispense patterns will
yield fewer bondline voids than the
matrix style of the dispense pattern.
Contact the Ablestik Technical Service
Department
for
detailed
recommendations
on
adhesive
application, including dispensing.
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ABLEBOND 84-1LMISR4
࣪
Ablebond 84-1LMISR4 ᑨ䆹↣ϔ
Ͼ㤤ⱘᴵӊϟՓ݊Ӵ㒳⚬ㆅЁ
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Cure
Ablebond 84-1LMISR4 adhesive
should be cured in conventional box
oven per the recommended cure
condition. Refer to the Cure Process
Data section of the Technical Data
Sheet for the recommended cure
cycles.
For the recommended cure cycle, the
oven should be pre-heated to 175 ć
before introducing the lead frame
magazines.
AVAILABILITY
Ablebond® adhesives are packaged in
syringes or jars per customer
specification. Available package sizes
range from 1cc to 30cc and 1 ouncee to
1 pound. For details, referr to the
Ablestik Standard Package
kage
age Data S
Set,
or contact your Customer Servic
Service
Representative.
ive.

ᇍѢ᠔㤤ⱘᕾ⦃࣪㙵䖛ˈᑨ
䆹ᇚḚᶊᬒܹПࠡᇚ⚬ㆅࡴ⛁ࠄ
ࡴ⛁
175ćǄ
ࣙ㺙㾘Ḑ
ᣝ✻ᅶ᠋ⱘ㽕∖ˈABLEBOND
᠋ⱘ㽕∖ˈ
∖ˈABLEBOND
ABLEBOND® ㋏
߫ⱘ㛊ৃҹ㺙䩜ㄦЁˈ㗙ষ
ⱘ㛊ৃҹ㺙䩜ㄦЁˈ㗙ষ
㛊ৃҹ㺙䩜ㄦЁˈ㗙ষ
⫊ЁǄࣙ㺙㾘ḐৃҹҢ 1cc
1ccࠄ
ࠄ 30cc
cc
ϡㄝˈҹঞ 1 㣅䬥䞡ⱘࣙ㺙Ǆ䆺㒚
䞡ⱘࣙ㺙Ǆ
ᚙৃމҹখ㗗Ablestikᷛࣙޚ㺙᭄
ᚙৃމҹখ㗗Ablestik
ᚙৃމҹখ㗗
A
ᷛࣙޚ㺙
ᷛࣙޚ㺙᭄
㗙Ϣᔧഄᅶ᠋᳡ࡵҷ㸼㘨㋏Ǆ
㗙Ϣᔧഄᅶ᠋᳡
㗙Ϣᔧഄᅶ᠋᳡ࡵҷ㸼㘨
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20021 Susana Road, Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221
(310) 764-4600 Fax (310) 764-2545 CUSTOMER SERVICE FAX (310) 764-1783

For a technical contact nearest you, visit
www.ablestik.com
The information given and the recommendations made herein are believed to be accurate but no guarantee of their
accuracy is made. In every case we recommend that purchasers before using any product conduct their own tests
to determine whether the product is suitable for their particular purposes under their own operating conditions. No
representative of ours has any authority to waive or change the foregoing provisions but, subject to such
provisions, our engineers are available to assist purchasers in adapting out products to their needs. Nothing
contained herein shall be construed to imply the non-existence of any relevant patents or to constitute a permission,
inducement or recommendation to practice any invention covered by any patent, without the authority from the
owner of this patent. These materials are not designed or manufactured for implantation in the human body.
Approval from FDA for such use as part of any product to be implanted in the human body has NOT been sought
nor received. We also expect purchasers to use our products in accordance with the guiding principles of the
American chemistry Council’s Responsible Care® program.
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